Perchance

Remi Harris has a plan. Graduate high
school, go to college, become a history
teacher, be self-sufficient unlike her mother
who is a struggling single mom. And the
word boy has no place in her plan. Cooper
Neal has been sent to his estranged fathers
house to spend his Senior year getting to
know him. And maybe, just maybe, there
will be some cute girls in the small town.
Cooper sees Remi and he falls hard. Remi
sees Cooper and wonders if she can do
both. The question is; will he ruin her
plans, or be a part of them?

perchance meaning, definition, what is perchance: perhaps: Learn more.perchance definition: by chance possibly: .
Learn more. To sleep: perchance to dream Shakespeare, Hamlet. perchance he is playing the devils advocate, and the
opinions he has expressed are not actually his own.Define perchance. perchance synonyms, perchance pronunciation,
perchance translation, English dictionary definition of perchance. adv. Perhaps possibly.Synonyms of perchance - by
chance, by any chance, by some chance, as it may be, as it may happen.`And if that Mr Kohn is perchance one of us,
which I doubt, it strikes me were better off without him, Laura , Maisie OUT OF THE ASHES (1996).If you would like
to stay informed on all things Perchance (and receive a few perks along the way) just leave us your email! Email
Address. Keep me in the loopPerchance synonyms and Perchance antonyms. Top synonym for perchance (another word
for perchance) is maybe.perchance - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum discussions. German-English
Dictionary: Translation for perchance.Perchance is defined as by chance or perhaps. When you may run into someone
by pure chance, rather than by planning, this is an example of a time when youI object to people who say that perchance
is outdated or archaic. It is a perfectly good word in modern English, but it belongs to the literaryHow to use perchance
in a sentence. Example sentences with the word perchance. perchance example sentences.
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